CAST YOURSELF AWAY AT
THE APALACHEE DISTRICT FALL CAMPOREE

Contact John Pruitt (thepruitts@gmail.com), Nathan Wheeler
(Nathan.wheeler@scouting.org), or Madison Blankenship
(madison.blankenship@scouting.org) for more information.

Sample Events and Contests on Saturday

Each unit should bring a volleyball and a roll of duct tape.

Plane Crash Survivor
You have just survived a plane crash onto a deserted island. You must assess
the situation and help the other survivors using only the available crash debris and island supplies. Points
are given for the fastest time, correct assessments, triage prioritization, and first aid skills.

Fire and Rescue Signals
Matches and lighters are not allowed on planes so you don’t have any. How are you going to start a fire
using only the provided crash debris? Points are given for each fire starting method demonstrated using the
provided plane wreckage and island materials.
In addition to your fire how else can you signal for help or communicate with other survivors across the island? Points given for correctly transmitting a message using flags or mirrors (weather permitting).
Rope Building
You are going to need a lot of rope to build your escape raft. Try your hand at rope building using both
traditional and non-traditional materials. Points given based on speed and rope strength.
Directions and Distances
Your phone/GPS doesn’t work and you don’t have your compass. Using the available crash debris and cues
from nature determine which way is north. How tall is the mountain on the island? How far is it to that
next island. Amazingly you also found a treasure map. Can you navigate a course to the treasure?
FedEx Box Guess
Look at all of the packages that washed ashore. Without opening them you need to try and determine what
is inside and then pick the best one. Will what you picked help you with the contest? Open it and find out.
Build a raft for ‘Wilson’ and get him to safety
Your becoming an island expert but it is time to escape. Use you lashing skills to build a raft using island
supplies and the provided crash debris and float ‘Wilson’ to safety. Points given based on time and keeping
‘Wilson’ dry. Extra points for how far ‘Wilson’ is above the water but don’t get too high—he might fall over.

Tentative Schedule
Friday, October 13, 2017
6:00-9:00 PM

Check in time

9:15 PM

“Dessert”-ed island Cracker Barrel for adult leaders and SPL. Bring a dessert to share.

11:00 PM

Taps

Saturday, October 14, 2017
7:00 AM

Reveille

7:00 - 9:00 AM

Breakfast with your unit

9:00 AM

Flag ceremony (in activity uniforms)

9:30 - noon

Events start

Noon - 1:00 PM

Lunch with your unit

1:00 - 4:00 PM

Resume events, Skit ideas due for approval

5:00 PM

Flag ceremony in class “A” uniforms

5:00 - 7:00 PM

Dinner with your unit

7:30 - 9:30 PM

Campfire with skits and awards

11:00 PM

Taps

Sunday, October 15, 2017
7:00—8:45 AM

Reveille and breakfast with your unit

8:45 - 9:00 AM

Flag ceremony in class “A” uniforms

9:00 AM

Sunday religious service with your unit

9:30 AM

Rescue from the island—have a safe trip home!

